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In a series of contributions to this journal, methods were studied for gener- 
ating 2n + 1 mutually anticommuting matrices of dimension 2” x 2”, 
the square of each being the unit matrix, starting from three mutually 
anticommuting Pauli matrices of dimensions 2 x 2 [l]. The L-matrix was 
defined as the linear combination of these 2n + 1 matrices with the parameters 
4 3 A2 >.“> x272+1 as the coefficients of these matrices. The L-matrix has only 
two eigenvalues & A,, where 
A, = + (h,2 + A,2 + ... + h;,+,y2. 
The very method of derivation of the (2n + 1) anticommuting matrices 
yielded n - 1 matrices 
Lz*,-I ) L2*-3 )..., L,” 
which commute with one another and with L2n+l . L&+, is a linear combina- 
tion of 2k + 1 mutually anticommuting matrices with 2k + 1 parameters 
4 , h ,**a, hc+1 as the coefficients. L&+, has two eigenvalues f A, , where 
A, = + (A,2 + x,2 + ... + Gc+l). 
This implies a shell structure in the eigenvalues with the parameters ha,, , 
h 2n+l , in the outer-most n-th shell, Xzn-r , X2n--2 in the (n - 1)-th shell and 
finally A, , A, , A, in the innermost or the first shell [2]. 
We shall now deal with the inverse problem of starting with (2n + 1) 
anticommuting matrices, identifying the commuting matrices and discerning 
the shell-structure. 
Given a set {6p}2,+1 of (2n + 1) anticommuting matrices the square of 
each being the identity, and a set of 2n + 1 parameters A, , A, ,..., X2n+l we 
can form an L-matrix which is a linear combination of the 3”s with h’s as 
coefficients. In doing so we are at liberty to choose X2n+l as the coefficient of 
any matrix in the set {-Yip),,+, and A,, as that of any other and so on and A, 
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as the coefficient of the last remaining matrix. Without loss of generality we 
can denote the matrix for which A, is chosen as the coefficient to be 9, . 
We now define, for reasons which will be apparent presently, 
This implies that 
Hzn = %n+l 3 
Hz” = .%z > 
Hln = iH,“H,“. 
(Hls)2 = (Hzn)2 = (H3n)2 = 1. 
We note that HI% anticommutes with H,IZ and H,“, but commutes with all 
.Yk (k = 1, 2 ,...) 2n - 1). 
We now factor out Hln from the remaining (2n - 1) matrices 
2zk (k = I, 2,..., 2n - 1). This is done by premultiplying the gk 
(k = 1,2 ,..., 2n - 1) by HI”, since H,n is its own inverse. We then write 
2n-1 
L&e, = c h,H,“cY~ 
i=l 
and note that L$-l commutes with L2n+l . We then proceed to define 
H;--l = Hl~Yzn-l , 
H,“-l = HI”3 2n-2 9 
H;-l= j~;-l~;-l 
, 
and 
2n-3 
L2*,u3 = c HlnH:-k!T~. 
i=l 
Continuing the above process we get finally 
Hll = HI” ... Hl”pl , 
Hz1 = HI” ... HI”&5 , 
H31 = HI% ..a Hl”p3 , 
and 
L,” = i AiHlnH;-l a.. H12z.. 
i=l 
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The eigenvalues of Lan+r, L$%, ,..., L,* are + (1,) & .4,-r ,..., & A, , 
respectively, where 
lli == + (& + Aii + h;i+1)l’2, i = 1) 2 ,...) n. 
The H’s which have been defined are recognized to be the components of 
helicity matrices, in the sense of the earlier contributions [3], the helicity matrix 
{Hi} being a linear combination of HIi, Hzi, and Hsi defined as 
HV-l, 2% , X h,,+l) = A,-lHli + &H,i + h,i+,H; 
A,2 = A?-1 + Xii + &+, , i = l,..., n. 
Any component of the helicity matrix (Hi} commutes with any component 
of any other helicity matrix {Hi}, i # j. There are n such commuting helicity 
matrices but members of one set anticommute with one another. The eigen- 
values of {Hi) are 5 L$ . 
In the earlier papers the components of the helicity matrices were obtained 
as the right and left direct products of the Pauli matrices with 2 x 2 unit 
matrices. The considerations here are quite general and this is as it should 
be since it is obvious that starting with the helicity matrices obtained as direct 
products of Pauli matrices and the unit matrices, we can make similarity 
transformations to obtain another sequence of helicity matrices. 
In the case of the Dirac equation [l] we set X, = p, , h, = p, , ha = p, , 
h, = 0 and X, = m such that m is in the second shell whereas p, , p, , p, are 
in the first shell. It will be interesting to investigate the case when m is 
assigned to the first shell and one or two of the components of momenta are 
in the second shell. It is hoped the recognition of the shell structure will 
throw light on the problem of telescoping one eigenvalue into the other like 
helicity being telescoped into energy as in the Dirac equation. 
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